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THE LEPERS
Here in thisspaciol;ls cloister
That apes the free-world we once knew
I I might forget the insidious matter
Webbed in tne exiled thew
I
I
But for the dream of ambient hair
I
, Of gold or black, and rounded bosom:
A garden of delicate graces where
i My turgent love might blossom.
I ., -
, It is April. The air is dense
With jasmine. The season's charities
Indifferent fall upon the sense
Swelling the rank asperities
Of tJIe soul. The geranium is dead
That, througp the cold, awaited spring.
Its speck of rot the sun first spread
Then forced the bloom, a barren thing.
From beyond the blue althea hedge
I A patient looks with predilection,
Magnificent in her· sortilege
: Of tulips and affection.
Secret notes in attitude and glance
She hides in pockets of the wind
Dreaming: through the arabesque of chance
They may receptive eyes prescind.
But I not grasp this dull attainable.
Desire and o1i>ject side by side?
A yo~thful dream, an aged fable,
Self-deceptioJll for-a ruthless pride.
The incunabula of this love
Would rock and falter on a crutch,
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Hideous with the knowledge of
The tomb-and cold and dank to touch.
• j~ '. t:"
o brave anatomies clean and white
And thrilled with life unto the bon~- \
~ Whete no intimacies of fancy might
Corrode upon an alien zone
As: spreading their bright filaments
Towards adventure and the ecstacy,
They flaccid fall-and impotent-
A green-slimed jar's anthology.
This cold corrosIon of the flesh
Is as much escapable
As the heart's hot restlessness
For things irreconcilable.
Ayl as the brittle insect wings
Are shaped anemones beneath the glass,
Against the arrant guise of things
The soul is forced to loneliness.
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SHATTERED CITY
, -
Evening is alone-the sun has gone:
AJaggard sky wades through the smoking city;
Cement spouts its ruptured veins; withdrawn
Is life upon the pavement of lost pity.
.
Hunks of bitten buildings, spat on streets,
Retard the dragging feet of restitution;
Crawling rags humanity secretes,
Lie writhing in the, midst of dread pollution.
IRENE BRUCE
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